In this work, we present a generalization to varieties and sheaves of the fundamental ideal of the Witt ring of a field by defining a sheaf of fundamental idealsĨ and a sheaf of Witt ringsW in the obvious way. The Milnor conjecture then relates the associated graded ofW to Milnor Ktheory and so allows the classical invariants of a bilinear space over a field to be extended to our setting usingétale cohomology. As an application of these results, we calculate the Witt ring of a smooth curve with good reduction over a non-dyadic local field.
Introduction
The goals of this work are twofold. First, we present a generalization to the category of varieties and sheaves of the fundamental ideal of the Witt ring and of some techniques associated with this ideal which have proven useful in describing the Witt ring of a field. Second, we calculate the Witt ring of a smooth projective curve with good reduction over a non-dyadic local field as an application of these techniques.
There has been a great deal of work done toward generalizing the fundamental ideal to rings, schemes, and varieties. [1] is a good summary of results. Our approach is to define a sheaf of fundamental idealsĨ and a sheaf of Witt rings W . For low dimensional cases, the global sections I n := Γ(X,Ĩ n ) form a filtration of the Witt ring W (X) and we can study the Witt ring via the quotients I n /I n+1 . We will show thatĨ n /Ĩ n+1 is isomorphic to the Zariski sheafifications ofétale cohomology with µ 2 coefficients (this follows from the Milnor conjecture and most of the work has already been done by Kerz, Milnor, Orlov, Vishik, and Voevodsky, among others). We then show thatW /Ĩ,Ĩ/Ĩ 2 andĨ 2 /Ĩ 3 are isomorphic to the Zariski sheaves Z/2Z, O × /O ×2 , and 2 Br respectively and that the classes of elements in W (X)/I, I/I 2 , and I 2 /I 3 are determined by rank, signed discriminant, and Witt invariant respectively.
For a smooth geometrically connected projective curve C with good reduction C k over a non-dyadic local field with uniformizing parameter π we can show that I n /I n+1 is trivial when n > 2. Thus, using the generalizations outlined above, we can describe each element of the Witt ring in terms of its rank, signed discriminant, and Witt invariant. We may equate each space of odd rank to < −1 > in W (X)/I and each even rank space to < 1, δ > in I/I 2 where δ is the signed discriminant. It remains to describe the contribution from I 2 /I 3 , which is determined by the class of the Clifford algebra in the order 2 part of the Brauer group. We show that, over the function field of C, 2 Br(C) consists of distinct "quaternions" ξ,π k(C) , allowing us to equate each member of I 2 to the four dimensional form < 1, −ξ, −π, πξ > in I 2 /I 3 . In this way, we can explicitly represent each element of the Witt ring of a sum of line bundles and prove that
, which nicely generalizes the classical result for the Witt ring of a local field [8] .
We would like to thank Jean-Louis Colliot-Thelene for a very useful remark he made to us at the beginning of this work.
The Fundamental Ideal
DefineW andĨ to be the sheaves associated to the presheaves W (−) : U → W (O X (U )) and I(−) : U → I(W (U )) respectively. The sheavesĨ n form a filtration ofW and the global sections I n := Γ(X,Ĩ n ) form a filtration of Γ(X,W ).
Assuming that X is proper, smooth, and geometrically connected and that dim(X) ≤ 3, we first recall a result [2] that establishes W (X) = Γ(X,W ) and so the I n form a filtration of W (X). Proposition 1. Let X be a proper, smooth, geometrically connected variety.
The following result (Proposition 2) shows that, in order to describe the Witt ring of a variety, it frequently suffices to study the quotients I n /I n+1 . Theorem 1 then shows that these quotients may be described cohomologically.
Proposition 2. If X is a proper, smooth, geometrically connected variety with dim(X) ≤ 3 and the rank of anisotropic forms over k(X) is bounded then [E] = 0 ∈ W (X) if and only if [E] ∈ I n ∀n.
Proof. Let E ∈ I n for all integers n. Then E η ∈Ĩ n η = I n (k(X)). Hauptsatz X.5.1 of [8] shows that the I n (k(X)) are eventually trivial. 
Proof. These maps are defined on presheaves as follows:
. . , a n } →<< −a 1 , . . . , −a n >>. That they are isomorphisms at each stalk follows from [7] .
We can use this theorem together with the injection I n /I n+1 ֒→ Γ(X,Ĩ n /Ĩ n+1 ) to obtain a description of the first three I n /I n+1 (and the images of bilinear spaces therein) in terms of classical invariants. We first describe the sheaves. Proposition 3. Let X be a connected scheme. Suppose 2 is a unit on X. Then we have the following.
which is the ring Z/2 for all connected U . Since the Kummer sequence 0 → µ 2 → G m → G m → 0 is exact in theétale setting, there is, for each open U ⊆ X, a long exact sequence
this yields a short exact sequence of presheaves
However, the Picard group is trivial at each stalk, so this becomes a sheaf isomorphism
. In a similar way, we have a short exact sequence
Br(U ) → 0 and, with no contribution from the Picard group at the level of stalks, we have a sheaf isomorphism
The following proposition describes the first three quotients I n /I n+1 in terms of rank, signed discriminant, and Witt invariant.
Proposition 4.
1. The class of E in W (X)/I is determined by the parity of n = rank(E).
2.
Given an even rank element of W (X), the class of E ∈ I/I 2 is determined
Given an even rank E ∈ W (X) whose signed discriminant is trivial, the class of E in I 2 /I 3 is determined by the Witt invariant of E (the class of the Clifford algebra of E in the order 2 Brauer group).
Proof. At each stalk, the compositionW
) is determined by the invariant specified in the proposition.
Note that I consists of the elements of W (X) represented by spaces of even rank and that I 2 consists of those elements of W (X) that are represented by even rank symmetric spaces with trivial signed discriminant. Furthermore, every nonzero element of W (X)/I may be equated in W (X)/I to any rank 1 form and every element of I/I 2 may be equated to a rank 2 form which shares its signed discriminant and is an orthogonal sum of rank 1 forms.
Forms of Rank 1
In order to describe the Witt ring, it will be useful to first address some results and notational issues concerning the part of the Witt ring that is additively generated by forms of rank 1. For the purpose of this discussion, we let X be a proper smooth geometrically connected variety over a field k such that dim(X) ≤ 3 and W (X) be the Witt ring of X. Q(X) will represent the multiplicative subgroup of
∨ represents the dual).
Proposition 5. Given a line bundle L ∈ 2 P ic(X), the Witt classes (L , ϕ) are in one to one correspondence with the square classes of units of the base field k.
Proof. First, note that every line bundle L of order 2 is equipped with at least one nondegenerate symmmetric bilinear form.
Two forms (L , ϕ), (L , ψ) ∈ Q(X) may differ at most by a global endomorphism of L as in the following diagram:
As E nd(L ) ∼ = O X , these global endomorphisms are precisely the units of k. Thus, ϕ and ψ differ by multiplication m ℓ by some unit ℓ ∈ k. ϕ and ψ represent the same Witt class precisely when ϕ ∼ = ψ which occurs if and only if ϕ = m ℓ • ψ • m ∨ ℓ so that ϕ = ℓ 2 ψ. This shows that the Witt classes of X associated to L are in one-to-one correspondence with the square classes of the base field. Furthermore, the square classes of the base field act multiplicatively to permute the Witt classes associated to L .
We fix a form on each L so that the forms on L 1 , . . . , L n multiply to the fixed form on L 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ L n and the fixed form on the structure sheaf is the identity. < L >∈ W (X) will denote the Witt class of a line bundle with such a fixed form and < sL > will denote multiplication of < L > by the Witt class < s >∈ W (k). < s 1 L 1 , . . . , s n L n > will denote the orthogonal sum < s 1 L 1 >⊥ · · · ⊥< s n L n >. The classes < s >∈ Q(k) will be identified with the classes < sO X >∈ Q(X).
We can now give an exact description of Q(X) as a W (k)-module.
Proposition 6. There is a short exact sequence of commutative rings 0
Proof. Let < sL >=< tM >∈ Q(X). We will show that L and M are isomorphic as line bundles. We know that < sL >⊥ M =< tM >⊥ M ′ ∈ Bil(X) for metabolic spaces M and M ′ of the same rank, 2m. Taking determinants on both sides, we see that
and < sL >=< tM >∈ Bil(X).
In fact, we have the following.
Proposition 7. The sub W (k)-module Q(X) of W (X) consisting of classes represented by forms on line bundles is isomorphic to Q(k) × 2 P ic(X).
The Witt Ring of a Curve with Good Reduction over a Non-dyadic Local Field
If dim(X) ≤ 3 then the natural map W (X) → W (k(X)) to the Witt ring of the function field is injective [2] . If X contains a k-rational point, the map W (k) → W (X) induced by the structure map X → Spec(k) is also injective. This map gives W (X) the structure of a W (k)-module and identifies W (k) with the subring of W (X) generated (as a W (k) module) by classes of forms on O X .
It is worth noting that the question of whether the composition W (k) → W (X) is injective is precisely the question of whether the composition W (k) → W (k(X)) is injective, which is in turn equivalent to whether a non-square in the group of units k × can become a square in k(X) × . We will now calculate the Witt ring of a smooth geometrically connected projective curve C with good reduction over a non-dyadic local field K. We assume that C contains a K-rational point.
We first observe that the elements of the Witt ring W (C) are determined entirely by parity of rank, signed discriminant, and Witt invariant, reducing the calculation of the Witt ring to consideration of classical invariants.
Proof. Note that the good reduction assumption is essential here, as examples are known of curves with bad reduction over local fields for which I 3 /I 4 is nontrivial. The current situation is shown in the following diagram
where C = C ν ⊗K is the generic fiber of the proper, smooth curve C ν → SpecO ν with special fiber C k = C ν ⊗ k smooth over Spec(k). The K point of C determines an O ν rational point of C ν by the valuative criterion of properness.
A key tool is the cohomological calculation of these invariants and so we need to understand the relationship between them for the curve C ν and C k . Lemma 1. Let f : X → Spec (O ν ) be a proper morphism over the Hensel ring O ν with residue field k and let X k denote the fibre of p over Spec (k) . Then the base change map
Proof. If O ν is strictly local, this is just the proper base change isomorphism. Since finite,étale covers of Spec (k) and Spec (O ν ) are the same, the result follows immediately from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences.
Once again, the forms on an individual line bundle are in one to one correspondence with the rank 1 forms in the Witt ring of the base field, of which there are four. We will equip each line bundle with a fixed form as described in Section 3 which extends to a non-degenerate form on C k .
Proof. Since C ν is proper and smooth over O ν with a rational point, its Picard scheme has an abelian variety P ic 0 Cν/Oν as its connected component and, for any O ν scheme T, P ic 0 Cν/Oν (T ) = P ic 0 (C × Oν T ) /P ic (T ) where P ic 0 (C × Oν T ) consists of line bundles on C × Oν T of degree 0 on each fibre over T. In particular
Cν /Oν is a finiteétale group scheme since K is nondyadic and O ν is henselian. Consequently 2 P ic 0 (C k ) = 2 P ic 0 (C ν ) . Moreover the valuative criterion for separation and properness shows that 2 
Thus, associated to each line bundle L ∈ 2 P ic(C), there is a unique line bundle L ν ∈ 2 P ic(C ν ). We select a Witt class represented by (L ν , ϕ) and note that (L , ϕ ⊗ 1) represents a Witt class of C. Furthermore, (L ,φ) represents a Witt class of C k and every rank 1 element of W (C k ) may be obtained by base change from a form over C ν . Note that the selected forms multiply as expected and we may take the form on O C to be < 1 >=< 1O C >. There are four Witt classes associated to each L . These are < L >, < sL >, < πL >, and < sπL > where < 1 > =< s >∈ W (k) and π is the uniformizing parameter of
Since the forms < L > and < sL > arise from forms over C k , these forms behave like forms over a curve over a finite field. In particular, we have relations
. We can equate each form to a rank 1 form in W (C)/I and each even dimensional form to a sum of rank 1 forms in I/I 2 . It remains to describe I 2 /I 3 , which we do by describing the order 2 part of the Brauer group.
Given a square class, s, of K × and an order 2 line bundle, L , we will construct an Azumaya algebra sL ,π C modeled after the quaternion algebras. Let L ∈ 2 P ic(C), < s >∈ W (k). Take f : L ⊗L → O C to be the isomorphism corresponding to the form on < s > L . Let multiplication of graded rings on
sL ,π C = O C ⊕L ⊕L ⊕O C and that multiplication on the second copy of L is given by πf . Locally this is just the quaternion algebra sξ,π Ox additively generated by i, j, k with i 2 = ξ, j 2 = π, and ij = −ji = k where < ξ > is the image of L in W (O x ). In particular sL ,π C is a sheaf of Azumaya algebras on C. The norm form of ξ,π k(C) is < 1, −sξ, −π, sξπ >, which is the image in W (k(C)) of the form < 1, −sL , −π, sπL >. These sL ,π C will comprise the order 2 Brauer group, as shown in the following two theorems.
Theorem 2. Let C be a curve with good reduction over a non-dyadic local field K that has a K rational point P . The order 2 Brauer group, 2 Br(C), fits into a short exact sequence 0 → k
Proof. Gabber's proof of purity [3] extends Corollary 6.2 [5] to our setting. The localization sequence, suitably interpreted, thus becomes the exact sequence where
and L ∈ 2 P ic(C).
Proof. It suffices to show that the quaternions are distinct. That they comprise the entire order 2 Brauer group follows by a cardinality argument. We work over the function field via the injections 2 Br(C) ֒→ 2 Br(k(C)) and W (C) ֒→ W (k(C)), taking < sξ > and < tζ > to be the images of < sL > and
tζ,π k(C) then their norm forms are equal in W (k(C)) and we have a relation
This is the norm form of stξζ,π k(C) . Thus, it suffices to show that
If we take p to be the extension of the K-rational point over the closed point of Spec(O ν ) then the following are true of the local ring O Cν ,p :
• O Cν ,p is a unique factorization domain 
We can then factor all copies of π from both sides of this equation and reduce modulo π to get a relationā 2 −b 2 sξ = 0 in the local ring O C k ,p . This means that < sξ >=< 1 > at the stalk O C k ,p and in the function field of C k .
We can now calculate the Witt ring of C by describing its unique representatives.
Theorem 4. Each nontrivial element of W (C) has a representative of one of the following forms: < sL >, < tπM >, < 1, sL >, < sL , tπM >, < π, tπM >, < 1, sL , tπM >, < sL , π, tπM >, or < 1, sL , π, tπM > where < s >, < t >∈ W (k) and L , M ∈ 2 P ic(C).
Furthermore, these forms represent distinct Witt classes provided the fewest possible line bundles are used to represent each class and even rank forms are nontrivial except in the obvious cases.
Proof. Let n be the cardinality | 2 P ic(C)| W (C)/I is the two element group with nontrivial representative < 1 >, I/I 2 has 4n elements represented by forms < −1, δ >, and I 2 /I 3 has 2n elements represented by quaternion norm forms < 1, −sL , −π, sπL >. This gives us two important facts. W (C) is a ring with 16n 2 elements. Every nontrivial element of W (C) may be written
, 1} (using Proposition 8).
We will now perform the calculation to show that < 1 >⊥< −1, δ >⊥< 1, −sL , −π, sπL > has a representative of one of the listed forms.
If δ =< tM > is a form which extends to a non-degenerate form over C ν then < 1, −sL , δ, π, −πsL >=< stL M , π, −sπL > If δ =< tπM > is a form which does not extend to a non-degenerate form over C ν then < 1, −sL , δ, π, −πsL >=< 1, −sL , stπL M >.
This It remains to show that,assuming the fewest number of line bundles possible are used to represent each form, the forms described are distinct.
We know that W (C) has 16n 2 − 1 nontrivial elements and count the forms that cannot be written in an obvious way as a sum of fewer line bundles. There are 2n forms each < sL > and < tπM >, 2n − 1 forms each < 1, sL > and < π, tπM >, (2n) 2 forms < sL , tπM >, 2n(2n − 1) forms each < 1, sL , tπM > and < sL , π, tπM >, and (2n) 2 − 2n − 2n + 1 forms < 1, sL , π, tπM >. This is a total of 16n 2 − 1 forms. A cardinality argument shows that the forms of this proposition are distinct.
We conclude this paper with two theorems describing the algebraic structure of W (C) as it relates to W (C k ). This generalizes the analogous result for the Witt ring of a local field ( [8] Section VI.1).
Theorem 5. W (C) is an abelian group isomorphic to W (C k ) ⊕ W (C k ).
Proof. There is an inclusion W (C k ) → W (C) :L → L which maps W (C k ) onto the elements of the forms < sL > or < 1, sL > in W (C). We identify W (C k ) with its image under this inclusion. The cokernel of this map is < π > W (C k ) and < π > W (C k ) ∼ = W (C k ) by factoring out < π >. This gives a short exact sequence.
We will define a left splitting map W (C) → W (C k ). < 1, −π > W (C k ) is an ideal in W (C) as < sL >< 1, −π >∈< 1, −π > W (C k ) and < sπL >< 1, −π >=< sL >< π, −1 >=< −sL >< 1, −π >, which is also in < 1, π > W (C k ). Furthermore, the composition f in the following diagram is an isomorphism.
